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Volume 13 - No. 13

Wednesday, January 23, 1963

Who Pulls Strings!

Student~ Are Puppets
Says Kampus Korner
By Karen Ku$ner

ls a new approach needed for student government? Should

Peace Corps
Exams Held
Peace corps placement tests
wiM be ·held January 26 in the
Federal building in Spokane.
Exams are scheduled to begin
at 8:30 a. m. ·
The placement test is not
competitive. Anyone wi,th the
equivalent of a high school education is eHgible to take the
test. There is no passing score.
The test helps the Peace corps
determine the overseas assignment for which app1filcants are
best qualified.
Students interested should
fill out a Peace corps questionnaire and take it with
them to the test center.

students work ,behind closed doors to effect the programs they
seek? These questions were raised at last Tuesday's Kampus
Korner. The speaker was Al Ogdon, EWSC assistant director of
student personnel. Mr. Ogdon, who attended a two~week seminar
entitled "Student Personnel Workshop" last summer at W. S. U.,
spoke on student government.
The WSU seminar discussed
the fact that students are 1ed leaders, and in turn the stuto believe they can govern dent leaders should assist the
their school, while actuaUy student body.
they're just puppets in the
hands of the administration.
Dr. E. G. Williamson, well
known "Father of College
Counseling" was the director
of the session. He said that the
students do not have "rights,"
only "privileges." Mr.'' Ogdon
By Judith Huetson
and other members attending
Kaarina Vasarla, a public schpol physical education teacher
the seminar wer~ quite dis- from Finlanq, is visiting EWSC to observe and consult about
turbed at this statement. They education methods.
contended that a student govMrs. Vasarla is the houseernment gains a "right" only guest of Eastern's Dr. and Mrs.
when the Board of Trustees Roland Lewis and is over- tation. In the school in which
grants the "privilege." The whelmed by "the marvelous Mrs. Vasarla instructs, she
observes and criticizes stustudents resent this dictatorial friendship
and
generosity dents who are practice teachatmosphere.
shown by our faculty." She is
In settling an issue which among more than 200 foreign , ing under her supervision.
needs the approval of the ad- teachers who are visiting our These students have already
ministration there should be country· to observe new teach- graduated from the university.
Participating in the Foreign
many "closed door" meetin.gs, ing method_s and how they are
1eacher
1
Development
proMr. Ogdon said. A public vote applied.
gram,
Mrs.
Vasarla·
arrived
in
for a recommendation will us·1n
1949,
the
U.
S.
Congress
Cheney
after
a
two-week
orienually place the authority in an
embarrassing position and out- passed Public Law 265 which tation program in Washington,
side pressures might tend to stipulates that until a war debt D. G., in August, and a tour of
is repaid (approximately 1984), many of the country's leading
influence. the decision.
the interest and amoritization cities.
Is an entirely new approach 011 Finland's loan from the
She is quite impressed by
needed? Should students chal- United States dating back to American stores which offer a
lenge with a demand instead of World War I shall be set aside large variety of electrical aphaving a private session? Or for grants to Finnish citizens pliances which are so very low
should the situation be revers- for study and training in this in price compared with those
ed1 having student advisers country. This grant includes in her home land. Our young
h&lp prepare package ideas and the purchase of American lit- people dress similarly to the
desires for the students to pre- erature and research equip- young people of Finland, she
sent to the administration? ment for Finnish libraries and observes. The popular mu-mu
Whichever the case may be, scientific institutions. It in- apparently came originally
students definitely shoul'd go cludes grants to Americans for from Finland. Their artists orto the administration for ad- scientific work in Finland, also. iginally wore the marimekko.
vice.
Mrs. Vasarla is the mother Leading stores in the United
Complaints should be pre- of two teena~e girls. One of St~tfs ha,ve µnported th:irs wear
sented to authorities right her daug,hters 'is studying mea- from Finland and our first
away. As Mr. Ogdon put it, icine at the University of Hel- lady has an originial.
"don't wait until the problem sinki.
Mrs.· Vasarla will return to
is full blown." The Dean of
Accustomed to a national Washington, D. C., in the latter
Students is the actual tie be- program prescribed by the part of February for seminars
tween the students and the ad- Minister of Education in Fin- and then return to her native
ministration. He is responsible land, she is amazed to see that Finland.
for student actions. However, our physical education proOgdon advised, if he is too gram emphasizes the recreabusy to handle your problem tional aspect rather than "pure
go to another person of auth- physical fitness." Dancing and
ority. Go to the president him- swimming seem to predomself if necessary.
inate
our programs,
alIf students are inflexible, though this is the first time
they become a liability and she has seen fem ale weight
Bruce Leibrecht has been aptheir power will be removed lifting.
pointed
vice president of the
by degrees. If they approach
Education differs in Finland sophomore class by president
problems with a mature atti- from our own,' she finds. Uni- Fred Erickson. The claS'S contude and get assistaruce of versity students specialize in stitution advocates such ~ction
those responsible for the ac- their field, and they have only if
an officer resigns. Article
tio'n s of student government to pass exams to gain accredi- four,
section three reads: "If
they will get more accomplishan elected officer of the Olass
ed, Ogdon said.
of 1965 does not return to EWIn an ideal situation the facSC during any quarter followulty should assist the student
ing his election to office, the
president will appoint a replacement, subject to approval
Bachelors' club will hold its b,y the executive council."
Leibrecht replaces George
second annual barn dance in
the Martin hall gymnasium Swannack who did not return
t}:lis Friday night, January 25 this quarter.
from 8 to 12 p. m.
A trophy wiM be awarded
Reese Kelly, junior honor
student at Easter!), was ap- for the best-dressed couple.
pointed as an Associate Justice Jeans, burlap, sweat-shirts and
The Personnel Committee of
of the A. S. Judicial Board at other farm fashions will be the
the Board of Trustees of Eastthe Thursday qight Council thing to wear.
Oouples will be charged 75 ern Washington State College
meeting. The appoi,n tment was
cents
with stags being taken has scheduled a meeting in
made by Sharon Per.kins, A. S.
the Scepter room of the DavExecutive Vice President. Kel- for four-bits.
enport
hotel, Spokane. at 4 p.
Live music will be furnished
ly will remain in that post unm.,
Friday,
January 25, 1963.
for dancing.
til graduation.

Finnish Tec\cher Observes

·P. E. Teaching Methods

1

New S.ophomore
Vice President

Kell¥ Na-.d T!.

Bachelors' Club To
Hold Barn Dance

Jqdjcial Post.

S.thedules Meet

Candidates Give
ViewsOnEWS

Bob Stevens, a pre-law political science m·a jor with junior
standing, joined Les Francis in the race for the A. S. presidency
last week.
One of the four problems
that Bob Stevens cited as need- school," said Bob. "The growing attention concerned East- ing responsibilities placed upern's relations with Cheney cit- on student government make
izens.
it necessary for the individual
"Up to this time no real ef- to take a more active role · in
fort has been made to create student affairs. If this is not
any understanding between done, student government wfil,l
the campus and the city," said be lost in the growth process
Bob. "Considering the tremen- whlch we are now facing."
dous .g rowth of the college and
the fact that Cheney will soon 1
be isolated by the new highway project the town will depend upon us more and more
as its only industry. Neither of
us are self,sufficient, and only
through inter-dependency and
President: Les Francis, Bob
co-operation can p,r ogress and
Stevens
growth be achieved."
Bob pointed out a definite
Exec. Vice Pres.: Jim Nelsen,
need for improved relations
Ro:n Dishno.
Kenneth
between the students and the
W. Joy
administration.
"Many of our own problems
Treasurer: Bob Clark
can only be solved by working
Activities vice pres.: Billie
jointly with the administraNiemeyer, Larry Snyder
tion·,
Attention was also given to
Secretary: Sheila Caitteral,
the problem of organization.
Bonnie Viebmann, Margo
Seidemann, Betty Krach"Our form of representative
er, Ginger Wood.
student governm-ent ,is rrior.e. of

C~rrent
C'andidales

a myth than a reality. We must
stimulai'e more participation
and interest within the various
living groups. This includes the
commuters,11 Bob said.

Bob St~vens, who has a
grade point average of 2.90,
felt that his activities ·m the
last three years ihave given
"True unity can only be ac~ him an opportunity to work
complished if &tudenrt govern- closely with officers and probment reaches out to the stu- lems in student government.
dents"
"The experien~e I have acFinally, Bob pointed out a quired plus the numeirous conneed to buil.d the public image tacts I have made should prove
of Eastern.
to be very useful to me in fu"I feel that we should pro- ture student affarirs."
mote programs which will conBob's activities include: Asvey a better image of Eastern sociate Justic~, Student Judicto the general public." He cited ial board for three yeiars; Eastthe AMS Political forum, sev- erner editor in '61-'62; Intereral research projects which collegiate Knights; discussion
are now being conducted by leader, Fall Leadership Rethe U. S. government in our treat of '61; discussion leader,
science department and pro- NSA Regional convention of
grams wiith cultural signlilfi- '61; ex-officio member of Stucan~e as areas that needed dent council; publicity agent
more public attention.
for Student council; Pa1Jhfind"Student government is only er editor; Intercolllegiate Press
as strong as the support given National convention delegate;
it by the students of this
(continued on page 31

Author To Speak On Creative Writing
Sister Mary Gilbert, SNJM, of Holy Names College, author of
two books and outstanding short stories, one of which has been
picked as one of the best American short stories of 1962, will
speak at Eastern next Wednesday.
er Thoughts from the Springs
She will meet with students of Sfilence," and where stuat 9:40 in Hargreaves "A" dents may visit with her.
where she will speak on cre- -- ative writing.
Her appearance at Easte.r n
is sponsored by the Newman
club. Clifton Barrete, president1 said all students are invitea to attend the talk.
The second public program
in
the current series, "The
Sister Mary Gilbert will be
Family
and Mental Health"
the guest of the Newman club
sponsored
by the Spokane
and college offticials at a lunCounty
Association
for Mental
cheon •a t Louise Anderson hall.
Health,
will
be
held
January
Barrette said students wishing
30
at
8:00
p.
m.
in
the
Provi-·
to attend the luncheon may do
dence
Auditorium,
Sacred
so by making arrangements
Heart Hospital, West 20-9th
with him.
A venue, Spokane, Wash.
"You and Your Children,"
An "autogi,aph party" for
Sister Mary Gilbert is sched- the topic to be covered a,t this
uled for the Studernt Union session, will explore the bebookstore from 1:30 to 3:30 p. havior of children, their reacm., where she will autograph tions to given events and poscopies of her lates,t book, "Lat- sible re:sult.s and solutions.

Menla1
I Health Club
Presents Program

I

some of my friends who have
Page 2
written to me. I'll return the
- - - - - - -·- ..- - favor as soon as possible.
We ha1'e been very busy and
short of free time since the
beginning of training. After
What's the latest craze at Eastern? It may be sitretching a spending three cold but enpoint, but for some students, apparently, the most fun at good joyable days in New York, we
old EWSC the last two weeks has been playing with the list ,of flew to Puerto Rico for 26
candidates in the ASB •office. We recognize that a college the days of physical training. rrhe
size of Eastern harbors some who are perenniiarlly bored, but we weather was beautiful and the
question whether some other activity could not be substituted. people very friendly. Our time
It is the responsibility of the Associated Students to register was divided up into activity
the names and eligibility of the candidates who file for office. sessions from 6 a. m. until 7:30
p. m. We had swimming, r ock
This list should be available to prospective candidates who wish climbing,
trekking,
public
to assess the competibon before filing. It also is of interest to health, area study and three
student groups, such as The Easterner, which is attempting to hours a day of Spanish. Also
report the candidates to the students.
squeezed into this time was
Last week, iust before press time, The Easterner learned that calisthenics, clothes washing
one candidate who had filed for president had switched his can- and studying. we· spent severdidacy to vice president. Supposedly he had surveyed the opp~- al days out in the bosque (or
sition and decided his chances were better for the second posi- jungle) living off the land, vistion in student government. There was just one thing wrong- iting the people and learning
he hadn't changed his candidacy-someone else had. On exam- how to take care of ourselves
ining the list of candidates, The Easterner also found that two in that type of climate. All in
names on the list were 11 iust for fun 11• The students are plan- all. it was a very interesting
- and rewarding experience and
ning to graduate this yea~.
would gladly do it again if
Tempest in a teapot, perhaps? Perhaps. But the student goy- II had
the chance.
ernment does claim to be "responstble." The officers are paid
· After a very brief home
to conduct the governm~nt in a business-like fashion. The East- leave for Christmas, we were
erner does not suggest that the present procedure was institu!ed sent directly to New Mexico
by this government, but ,i t cannot accept the only explanaition university where we will be
offered- that this is the way it was done last year.
uhtil the 14th of March.
It is much colder here at
NMSU although the sun does
shine everyday. We start our
day at . 6:45 and go straight
through, one class ·a fter anThe. Easterner, last year, suggested to the Council that Thurs- , other, until 9:30 at night. It is
day was a bad day for electi~ns. No action_~as takei:i, s~ the ~- really rugged, because we have
fioial day for this year's pnmary and offw~al elecbo:IJ: is agai? very little time to study or
sleep, depending on which you
Thursday. Will this year's Council do anyth.m g ~bout _it?_ N<>:t if choose.
We have five hours of
President Larry Little's reaction to the subJect is an md1catmn. Spanish every day and then
Wh~' suffers' from Thursday elections? The commuters, pri- classes in U. S. history, Guatmarily. Thursday is a day of few classes ~t . Eastern-no nu~e~- emalan hisitory, political sciical evaluation can be obtained from off1c1al sources, but 1t- 1s ence health, recreation, agrigenerally conceded that Thursdays are light days. Many com- cult~re, skills, and physical
conditioning. Approximately
muters have no classes.
The position that Eastern's ASB president holds is .that stu- one and one-half years of coldents who "care" will drive out to vote. He could be right. But lege courses condensed into 10
the elections are held for the benefit of the students, and The weeks, six days a week, 14
Easterner can see no point in taking a poll of those who "care" hours a day. Again, I can very
at Eastern. Some people care about holding their jobs so they truthfully say that I'm thorcan go to school four days a week. The students and t~e ciandi- oughly enjoyjng it all and
would not trade this experd!ates have a right to a certain amount of accommodation. The ience
for anything.
Easterner again suggests that the Council look into the problem
I'll write again when I have
of election day and come up with the best day for the most stu- some time.
dents, not the . most convenient day f,or the government.
Adios,
Leon Gurney
THE EASTERNER

Wedtnesday, January 23, 1963

The Writing On T'he Wall

T·hose T·hursday Elections

Sounding Board
To the Editor:
Regarding the controversy
over types of music and art, I
would like to comment with an
old proverb, "Any time we t~
to build ourselves up by whittling an inch from the other
per~on, we make ourselves
smaller." Let's be great enough
to let the other person enjoy
hiis own choices.
Berniece Lundin
To the Editor:
Will Eastern ever become
anything other than an unorganized mass of sociial seeking
blo.bs? . Unless we students become actively engaged in creating an active spirit between
the dorms, the clubs, the living
groups and each other we will
never create anything other
than a group of educated (?.)
followers.
No progress can be made as
long as we sit on our big fat
duffs and let the other guy do
the job. Occasionally a debatable topic comes out in the
Easterner that has the poten tial to stir the students, but
the students at EWSC seldom
stir anything but their coffee.
This is true of the on-campus
students as well as the commuters.

What EWSC really needs is
some students with views contrary to the status quo who
will voice them. To be quite
honest radical groups would do
no harm, except that it may
sting the administration to the
line following our state government and cause some officials who are unwilling to be
anything other than followers
to
become
embarrassed.
Change, however, cannot be
made without some pains.
Groups that are not afraid
themselves, if the students at
EWSC are not too timid, would
make our campus come to life
and life is something that is
completely missing at Eastern.
Respectfully signed,
Paul E. Smith
Editor's Note:
The following is a letter
from Leon Gurney, who left
Eastern last quarter to train
f.or the Peace Corps. Gurney
was a member of The Eastern•
er staff and plans to write
when time permits.

Mi Amigos,
Thank you for sending me
copies of the Easterner while
I was in Puerto Rico. It is nice
to see what all is happening on
the campus. Also, thanks to

The Easterner
EASTERN WASHINGTON STATE COLLEGE

.J

PRESS

P ubllshed at Eastern Washington State College, Student union
building, College & G street, weekly during t he school year, except
vacation and holidays and periods immediately preceding, by the
Associated Students of Eastern, Washington State College, Cheney,
Wash. Application for r eentry at Cheney, Washington, pending.
Entered as Second Class Matter Nov, 8, 1916, at the Poat. Office at
Cheney, Washington, under the Act of CongreB1 March "• 18'19.
Advertising rates furnished on application. R epresented for national
advertising by Nat ional Advertising, Inc. 320 Madison Avenue, New
York 17, New York. Right to decline any advertising is 1·eserved.
Second Class postage paid at Cheney, Washington, and at additional
· mailing offices.

EDITOR ................................................................ JOAN McCALLUM
ASSOCIATE EDITOR ....... .. .. .. ..... .. .. .. .. ....... .. ... ... .. . MICK HEACOX
SPORTS EDITOR ·····-·············································· TERRY GAMON
ADVERTISING MANAGER ................................ GARY PffiLLIPS

NAME THE TASK

You U. S. Army is trn1ned
and equipped for any kind of
war. Eight Army combat divisions are deployed overseas in
support of our nation's "forward strategy." - showing
friend and plotential foe alike
our readiness to deter or repel aggression.

·California Experi ents
With S111all·Colle
San Francisco (CPS)-Dr. Dean E. McH nry, chancellor of the
Santa Cruz campus of the University of alifornia, has received
provisional approval from the California Board of Regents for
an experimental project regarded as one f the most interesting
in the history of American education.
McHem·y has outlined a plan
calling for the creating of 20
small liberal arts colleges on
his campus, wp.ich he calls
"the most magnificent site for
a campus anywhere in the
world." The Santa Cruz campus encom-passes 2,000 acres
overlooking Monterrey Bay,
about 100 miles to the South of
San Francisco. Much of the
tract is covered with redwood
forest.
As outlined by McHenry, the
plan is to create, instead of a
gigantic branch of what is already the world's largest university, a complex of small liberal arts colleges, along the
Ones of Swarthmore, Amherst,
Antioch, Oberlin, Pomona, and
simil'ar institutions. The s·chools
would be only loosely federated, and encouraged to develop
their own traditions and programs, to experiment and innovate.

"We'll tell them to deve,Iop
their own traditions, their own
emphases on courses," McHenry says. "If one wants to
experiment with an emph:asis
on accelerated learniing, we
will tell it to go ahead. If one
says America is deficient in
the understanding of nonWestern cultures, it might require courses in t,hat area. If
one wants to develop courses
with less fractionalization of
students' time, it might provide only five-unit courses,
with a student limited to taking three of them. One and
two-unit courses might be eliminated."
As envisioned, each college
would have its own campus
and facilities, with a central
"great research library and
great scient'ific laboratories"
common to all'. The plan also
calls for "professor sharing"
among the collages, as currently practiced by small liberal
srts colleges in workable distances of each other in the
East and West. It is planned
to encourage maximum con-

Professional Stand_ing
Purpose ·Of Teaching Bill
By Judith Huetson

Future teachers are to enter a profession entirely worthy of
the name. "They aree to be protected by a commission with powers to adopt ·s tandards, investigate, hear, and review all professional actions," said Dr. Roland Lewis, head of the EWSC
department of education.
A bill is before the state
legislature now to create, with- , serve mankind with legal counin the department of public in- sel, medicine, and knowledge
struction, a professional practice commission. The commis- from y·e ars of training. A good
sion is to be composed of 15 teacher has spent year~ in
members
possessing
valid preparation and constantly reteaching certificates and ,who news his mind with study. This
are active classroom teachers. commission win all'ow teachers
The professional practice to establish and evaluate their
commission is to jnvestigate own standards, as other proand hear complaints on all fessions do," he said.
matters involving t he profesDr. Lewis summarized his
sional performance or ethic-al views
the bill by saying,
behavior of certified e,mp,loy- "The on
rewarding,
dedicated
ees, according to the bill. The work- a result of education,
commission is to be empowerdiscipline, and
ed with the r ight to appoint stimulation,
planning-makes
the job of
from its membership a panel teaching truly worthy
of the
of experts to testify on matters title professional."
of professional performance
and/ or standard'S of ethics in
any court of law convened in
the state of Washington.
· Northwest Paintings
Dr. Lewis commented that
"although there are always a At Ratcliffe Ford
few in any profession who do
An exhibit of 23 original
not adhere to standards, can water colors from Ford Times
there be any question that the m,agazine is now on display at
teacher is not a professional Ratcliffe Ford dealers, 402 Secperson? If the profession.al as- ond ·street in Cheney.
pect of teaching were more
publicly emphasized and acMany of the paintings are
cepted, more qualified people by Alfred C. Dunn, art profes•
would be attracted to this very sor at the University of Jd,aho,
ime,ortant job."
and are of Pacific Northwest
'Other professional people scenes.

- ---!---------

tact bet een faculty and students.

The irst of the colleges
planned, Cowell, will consist
of a se en and one-half acre
tract, w'th at least 400 of the
planned 600 students in reSidence o the campus. The dean
of the c Uege and some of the
faculty ·n also live on the
campus, probably in apartments.
The c lleges are planned to
vary in jze from 250 to 1,000
students comprising 20 colleges a d several professional
schools n all. The anticipated
t otal en ollment is about ~7,000 stud nts.
The · i mpus is expeeted t o
r eceive 6,000,000 of the educational bond issue voted in
the las California elections.
Additio al funds will come
from gr nts, the state and federal gov rnments. Bids are expected t be let by ~uly 1. An
impressi e list of well-kmwn
architec s has been signed to
design he buildings and the
grounds
_....,_
......,...;.
1

__ ___

AAU Holds
Used Book Sale
· A lar 1e variety of used books
at low 'fices will be sold on
the fift floor of the Bon
Marche anuary 25 and 26.
The merican Association of
Univers· y Women is holding
its 12th annual used book sale.
The boo s include fiction, condensatio s, paperbacks, nonfiction, reference books, dictionarie , encyclopedias, text
books, ook books, children's
books, usic, art, poetry and
religiou books, mysteries, and
law boo s.
The roceeds are used to
suport he AAUW fellowship
progra which provides grants
for wo en scholars to do further re earch and graduate
study. ·nee the conception of
the fell wship program, the local bra ch of AAUW has pro.
vided o er $15,600 toward the
progra .
Sale ours are 9:30 a. m. to
9 p. m. January 25, and 9:30
a. m. to 2 p. m. on January 26.

Clark Kerr

Univ rsity Haven
For on-Contonnist
Berkliy (CPS) - President
Clark K rr of the University of
Califor ia
reaffirmed
last
month at he would not allow
outside forces to restrict freedom of speech and inquiry at
the uni ersity.
Spea ing to 3,000 studenti
at an utdoor meeting, ·Kerr
said "T e right to free inquiry
is an in egral part of the American so iety. The non-conformist, as c ntrasted with the conspirato today as in ages past

serves

umanity, and the uni-

versity is one of his havens.
When f eedom of thO'Ught and
express on has died on a university ampus, it will be dead
everyw ere."
.
Kerr' speech was in reply to

a camp ·gn statement by Richard Ni · on in the ·race for the
govern rship of California.
Nixon ad said that as governor he would issue an execu•
tive or er forbidding persons
who h ve taken the Fifth
Amend ent or violated the
Subver ive Control Act of 1951
from peaking on state-supported ampuses.
Kerr did not mention Nixon by ame at any ti.me. He
quoted the relevant clauses of
the st te constitution on the
indepe dence of the universities fr m "political and secta ri1an nfluence."

DON DRESSEL

Thu·rsday Night ·at the Council
Strangely enoug,h the second winter quarter meeting of the
A. S. C. was much 'cooler than the previous one, although the
weather was much warmer. The tension that had been pre.sent
at the last meeting over the relative lack of interest in the upcoming elections had been rectified by the increase in the
.signing for positi'Ons.
The most prominent piece
of legislation that appeared b~- · ern through ofrficial corresfore the Council . came in the pondence and through h~r votform of the "selling" of a pro- ing right, and I would li~e to
duct to the officers and mem- be that re·p resentative."
Sheil'a felt that the courses
bers of the Council. Mr. Pete
that
she has taken will apply
Peterson, a repre-s entative of
to
correspondence
and records
the Balfour company, was pre-.
of
business
activities
of the
senting a new line of scho~l
government.
.
rings to be sold at Eastern. His
Miss Catteiial, who is a junnew line of rings features a
ior
with a 3.24 grade point avwoman's ring with a small
erage
is a private secretary
stone and very slim shank.
for
an
export-import firm. She
This ring is quite attractive
has
been
the secretary for the
and should alleviate any w~man's apprehension at weanng business departmen,t for the
the customairy heavy school past three quarters and has
a historian for the Spurs,
ring.
f abeen
sociaJ
chairman of the ·SponWhile on the subiect o
sor
corps
and a secretary for
heavy rings, the m1:n's ~ing is
L.
A.
hall.
Her other activities
a veritable masterpiece an the
include:
head
cheer.leader,
combination of man.y aspects
member
of
the
standards
of college life engraved forever into the golden shan~. board, member of the French
On one1 side we have the famil- club, member of the rally comiar symbol of "honored and mirttee and secretarial expercherished" Alma Mater. There ience at a leadership retreat.
it is Showalter hall in all its
Margo Seidemann
sple~did glory, the epitome of
the proverbial Halls of Ivy. l_n
"One of the problems of our
addition, befitting Eastern, 1s past student governments that
the repl'ica of a "Skookum" In- a secretary can help solve,"
dian not unlike that of Stan- said Margo Seidem,a nn, a canford's Indian. Our Indian is didate for the position of, secnot however, a true facsimile retary," has been tht: poor reof the Stanford Indian after ception that students get when
all. It was copied from an ln- they go into the AS office."
diain doll which inhabits one of
"I feel that generally the
the Coeur d'Alene ban, terri- first person confronted is the
tory not unfamiliar to Eastern secretary and it is up to her
men.
t0 estab1ish a friendly atmosT•h e prices may prevent phere in the AS office."
many members of the student
Margo said that she would
body from running righit down emphasize that the student
to buy a ring, as the woman's center is just that, and not an
ring is $27 .50 and $29.50, and office put aside for student
the men's rings run $37.50 and officers only.
$39.50.
"Students shrluild lie able to
Mr. Peterson asked the come in at any time and · reCouncil to vote a five-year con- ceive f~iendly and ~sincere attract to his company for the tention."
·
·
exclusive handling of the East"Service," said Miss Siedern rings. When one of the emann," should be the by-word
members faltered and men- of student government."
tioned tabling the motion, Mr.
Peterson' boldly stated that it
was his belief that it was up
to the Council to make this decision and that he was sure
that was why they were there.
The Council quickly passed the
motion.
And after an was said and
done, Mr. Peterson placed his
samples and . pamphlets away
in his case w1th his, strangeily
enough, unringed hands.
1

·C andidates

Bonnie Yiehmann

cerning the students and their
government."
Bonnie pointed out' the importance of getting the opinions of other people as to what
the students want to help in
both voting and inter-governmental communications.
Bonnd.e, who hais a grade
point •of 2.82, felt that her contact with students, faculty and
administrators will help her in
the position of secretary.

and chairman of the Communications committee.

THE EASTERNER

lack of suppo1,t and enthu~iasm from the student body 1s
one of Eastern's biggest problems.
Betty feels that her secret-aria l experience as wen as her
interest in student affairs has
qualified her for the position
of secretary .
"W·h en I attended the Leadershrp Retreat last fall, I became aware of some of the
problems of our government
and of some of the possible
improvements. I would like to
become a part of these improvements," said Mi!ss Kracher.
Betty has been a legal secretary, a secretary for the Industrial Arts department, a telegraph girl and a member of
the Newman club and Sponsor
corps. She is presently the
president of the German club.

necessary background for the
job.
Bob Clark is president of
Hudson haU, preSlident of the
Newman club and is a member of the W club as well as
AUSA He is the present treasurer for the AMS and was on
the AS Council as a freshman.

Bob Clark

Bob Clark, a biology premed major, is the first to file
for AS treasurer.
"The job of balancing the
Billie Niemeyer

"With my experience as vice .
president of Monroe hall and
chairman of the AS Elections
committee, I have developed a
definite interest in student
government. I would like to
further this interest by serving the secretarial position,"
said Bonnie.

Although Bonnie is presently working; she saii~ that she
would be willing to give up her
job to give more time t'O the
student affairs.
"I am willing, able and waiting to serve the interests of
the students of Eastern in the
posiition of secretary."
Miss Viehmann's experience
in secretarial work has ·included correspondent for a real
estate agent, se·crefadal_ positions for various committees,
state secretary for Montana
Christian Youth Fellowship
and COUTSes in speed writing
and typing. Experienee in student affairs include: orientation guide for two years, member of MUN, memib er of AWS
Scholarship committee, chairman AS Elections committee,
vice president MonToe hall and
public speaking courses ~hich
indude debate and oral mterpretation.
Bett.y Kracher

Betty Kracher, an English
tnajor with a 2.80 grade point
average, has also filed for office secretary.

'"We should stop pointing
our fingers at the commuters
and using them as an excuse
for all our ills. If we would,
Betty predicts, wou Id be 100
per cent ahead."

(c~ntinued f,r om page 1)
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Betty pointed out that the

'

Bob Clark

budget was handlled a~ well a,~
it could have been this year,
said Bob, "but it wtll be- one of
the major problems in the
coming year."
"My job," said Cfark, "is to
balance the various budrget demands between the de-partmenits. I will attempt to aJlocaie the money so that irt is
more beneficial to eve·r yone.
Good judgment and abi_lity
to commun~caite were menitwned as the two main assets <>f a
treasurer.

"'

'Larry Snyder

0

"I feel that good judgment
is important in the position of
treasurer in budgeting as well'
as in exercising the right to
vote," said Clark.
Bob who is a junior with a
3.00 grade point average, felt

that ,AS officers should be able
to communicate with the stu- ·
dents to be effective.
As ·treasurer of the AMS,
Bob felt that he had gamed the

Jim Nelsen

Margo Seidemann '

Margo Seidemann, a political
science major with an accumu1'ative grade point of 3'.00, is
a sophomore and an off-campus student.
Margo has attended a secretaTy's seminar at the Spring
Regional NSA convention. She
has been the recorder for the
Judicial board for two years,
and she was on the Monroe
hall , Standards board as well
as the NSA committee. Other
activities include: member of
the Spurs, and a member of
the Young Republicans for
·which she was vice president
and acting secretary.
Bob Stevens
Shella Catteral

Four students have filed for
the position of secretacy.
Sheila Catteral, a business
major with secretarial emphasis filed for the position.
"All my inters•ts, abilities,
and qualifications are included in this position," said Sheila. "I am running to satisfy
what I feel are my responsibilities to the student government."
"Tire secretary," said Sheila,
"is a represellltative of East-

.Autograph_Part}'
Sister··Mary Gilbert
AUTHOR OF
"LATER THOUGHTS FROM THE
SPRINGS OF SILENCE"

Bonnie Viehmann

Bonnie Viehmann, a junior
who is majoring i~ language
arts in the secondary school,
has also filed for the position.
"The job of secretary," sa:id
Bonnie, "is one that carries
two responsibilities.
First,
there is a secretarial responsibility and second, a respon•
sibility as a member of the
council."
"As a voting member of the
government, the secretary
must be capable of coming to
definite opinions on issues con-

will be at the student Union Book Store from :
.

'

1:30 to 3:30 Wednesday, January 30, 1963
COPIES WILL BE AVAILABLE
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Musi Education Departments land Alone Five Students
Lexington, Ky.-(1. P.)-De- tion withs parate courses and
ploring the lack of cooperation faculty bu no students of its To Become
between the professors of sulr own (in th· s plan, studert.ts are
ject matter -and those of edu- all registe ed in another col- Play Dlredors
cation, President Frank G. lege), in h s opinion.

Dickey of the University of
Kentucky recently took them
both to task for their shortcomings, and urged them to
bridge the "inteHectual gulf".
that has traditionally separated them.
"Although the real solution
of the problem lies in the
changing of attitudes, unless
we are willing to experiment
with new organizational patterns in which attitudes can
have more opportunity for interplay, we shall never be able
to find a solution to those
probl&ms of clevel'oping better
programs for teacher preparation," he said.

- ~~~~~~;~~d~~~:.2~~~~~~0:~a];1it~l11.2;~11i~};~~
'

X-Ray diffraction equipment, here being examined by Easterner Reporter Gymme Williams, is the newest addition to
s-cience education at Eastern.
·

X-Ray Lab Aid/s Eastern
In Research and Educatio"
By Gymme Williams

Inquisitive students taking classes in the science building have
seen radio-activity signs in the corridor around room 119, the
new X-Ray Diffraction lab.
Serious aspects of the diffraction unit in the laboratory information about the orig,in
when fiddled with by curious and oause of their samples
passers by is -that it runs on a. through diffraction. This will
50,000 volt capacity wliile the give a basis for further reelectric chair at Sing Sing op- se:arch on such things as the
different types of f orma:tion
erates on only 15,000 '\Tolts.
Aside from electricity, the of ba8ic chemical compounds.
In compliance to laws con- .
$10,000 m!achine emits short
radioactivity more
wave lengths of hard intense cerning
X-radiation. A few seconds ex- warning signs wi.n appear in
posure could produce serious · other parts of the science
burns and permanent damage buil~ing when the radioactive
to the whUe blood cells. In tracer projects are instaMed in
wariling the easi!ly lifted lead the physics and biology departports read "caution X-ray ments. The X-ray diffraction .
unit is only the first of the
when open."
new
atomic equipment.
Students operating the new
eqyipment under the supervision of qualified instructors
such. as Mr. William Wilkerson
of the geology . department,
who is certified by the Phillips Electronic Institute, will'
be in no danger.

X-ray diffraction or the plotting of atomic planes has been
theoretically studied in science
courses on campus since the
technique was invented. Rather
than extend the program the
new machine will bring these
courses up to date.
·
Although the diffraction uruit
,is under the auspices of the geology department, students in
chemistry, physics and biology
as well as geology will soon
be able to do their own research -in plotting the atomic
structures.
Using the Debye-Scherrer
Type Powder Camera mounted
on the X-ray generator, the invisible Z-rays are aimed and
pass through minute seampl'es
of organic, mineral, liquids or
gaseous matter. By diffracting
off the crystalline structures of
the sample, the x-rays expose
a strip of 3S mm. film surrounding the sa1nple inside the
camera in a unique pattern of
arcs.

Through different formulas
and calculations, many things
about the sample can be learned. Basic structure of the
aitoms and chemical · analysis
can be learned. Phase equalibrium, the response of mineral
crystaline :formations to temperature, can also be studied.
Commercially, x-ray diffraction ,is used to aid industry in
such ways as enabling the
study of stress on metals.
By testing metals samples
from the wreclrage of pllanes
information concerning the
,cause of the plane crash can
.sometimes be determined.
In the field of geology students will ~ able to acquire

K~WC Announces
New Staff' Positions
Eastern's radio station, KEWC, has announced staff positions for winiter quarter, according to Les Raschko, _station
manager.
Personne,l includes Monte
Holmes, program director; Bob
Cartwright and Art · Blum,
chief engineers; Hal Lotbenhiser, Craig Jungers and Don
Cary, co-engineers; Larry Davis, sales manager; Jerry Anderson, news director; Dennie
Miller, accountant; and Mike
McAtee, sports dit-ector.
Marianne Osheim, head Ji.brarian; Pam Diehm, traffic;
Pam Norris, publicity; and Jim
Fulton, publi<! servic~.

Eng.fish Clea·rance
The English proficiency examination will be given on
Tuesday, January 29, at 8 a.
m. in the upstairs reading
room of Hargreaves library.
English' clearance is a requirement for graduation for
all students and a requirement
also for admission to the Professional Education program.
Students receiving D's in English 203 may receive clearaJ\ce
by passing the English proficiency examination. All transfer students who have inet the
English composition requirement by courses at schools
other than EWSC ·m ust ta.Ice
and pass the English proficiency examination.
Students should be prepared
to write in ink. They may use
dictionaries.

Dr. , onnor
Named For

Rese · rch Job

Dr. Ralp G. Connor, Eastern profess r of sociology; has
been name a principal investigator for the second year of
a Federal government research gra t on hos,pital management of alcoholics in Washington stat .
'I'he Dep rtment of Health,
Education
, nd Welfare grant
He added that the profesalso
named
Dr. Joan Jackson,
sional accrediting agency for
associate
r
searc·
h professor
teacher education must assume
·
in
the
dep
rtment
of psychiasome of the responsibility as
try
of
the
niversity
of Washwell as those who have an obington
med'
oal
school,
as the
ligation f o~ developing the
second
inv
stigator.
sttuctural framework for instiDr. Conn r, a member of the
tutional programs. Commenting on administrative lines Governor's ommission on Althat might be emp'loyed to coholism an a member of the
solve the problem, he said that Spokane C tizens Committee
two common approaches em- on Alcohol sm, is concl'uding
ployed by universities in at- an analysis of the first year's
tempting to coordinate their investigatio of the proiect.
The stu y consisted of a
various colleges-iassigning the
base
line urvey of hospital
job to the office of a vice prespractices
· the treatment of
ident for academic affairs or
to faculty councils-work suc• alcoholics.
The seco d year's research
cessfully at some institutions
will
be de oted to an edu·cabut are relatively ineffectual
tional
prog am to acquaint
at others.
'
hospitals
'th management
The appointment of dual ad- techniques n treating a-lcoh~lvisors for students-one in the ic patients nd ways to avoid
field of professional education problems t at · hospitals someand one in the field of his ma- times enco nter, Dr. Connor
jor subject, which ~as ~~en said.
tried by some umverSitles,
"seems to be a divisive factor
rather than a means of coordinating the affairs for the
students," according to President Dickey.
'I'h,~ ~appoinltJ'1ent of ,faculty
members from ·the various acadeni.ic disciplines as represenA full w ek of musrical entatives on the School or Coltertainment
is planned for
lege of Education faculty has
Eastern
stu
ents
staring Febsome merit but "is unduly exruary
8.
Th
program
entitled
pensive for the institution and
generally creates open antag- "Internatio 1 Showtime" will
onism between the subject mat- begin with Cadet Capers folter specialists in the Schools lowed by a Pajama dance on
of Education and those in the Friday nig t. The night of
regular
academic
depart- February 1 will see world renouned Lo is Armstrong and
ments," he said.
Real administrative prolr 12 fellow e tertainers perform
lems are not solved by having in the field i ouse at 8: 15 Armhighlight of the
a School or College of Educa- strong is t
week but any activities are
also planne .
A special a'lf-time show will
be given Fe ruary 9 by Spurs
and IK's du ing the basketball
game in th fieldhouse.

Full Wek Of
AdiYili sPlanned
1

Students Attend
finance Seminar

Fifteen students will be selected to go to Olympia February 3-5. This will culminate
three series of seminars designed to familiarize students
with legislative procedures
'I'he members of the seminar will study public financing in the state and hear r~ports by Dr. William Newsom,
professor of sohool financing,
and Mr. Fred Johns, comptroller at Eastern. Consideration
will be given to the different
estimates of the costs of the
public schools that have been
issued by Mr. Louis Bruno, superintendent of public instruction, and other prominent fig.
ures.
Applicants for the trip to
the state legislature will be
examined later this month on
their understanding of the
problems of financing, public
instruction, the state government and legislative processes,
and bibliographies. Study listings are available from Professor Henry Kass or Dr. H. Kenneth Rossum.
' The ASB sponsors seminars
eaeih biennium and has pro•
vided funds for the major
costs of the 15 students.
It is not too late for new students to participate in these
seminars but they should immediately contact Mr. Kass or
Dr. Hossum for materials to
study.

NAME THE TASK
.
Your U. . Army is trained
and equipp d for any kind of
war. The rmy Strike Force
includes ei ht "ready-to-go"
divisions
aintained in the
United Stat s. for rapid movemenit to an potential trouble
spot, any p ace, any time.

Student
d:rama
has liecome
professional.
Five
students enrolled in Play Production: Directing will each
produce and diTect a one-act
play at the en(i of February.
1

The obiect of Drama 231 is
to give students practical appl'itation of the theory of drama, according to Mr. David
Burr who instructs the ~ourse.
The student directors wiH have
the entire responsibillty of
overseeing the production of
one-act plays. They have chosen their own pl'ays and performers. Technical help from
the stage crew and lighting
class will be available to them.

To give the student directors
experience in proscenium theater, the plays will be given in
Martin hall. Mr. Burr expladns
that "proscenium" comes from
the Greek term proskene
which refer.red to the temple
or stage house where ancient
Greek drama was produced.
"Our stage, now, is a result of
the Renaissance adaptation of
the Greek and Roman theater,"
Mr. Burr said.
Mr. Burr believes that drama should always be framed
like a large portrait, and the
director must always think of
this as _the play is presented to
the audience.
One of the students, Roy
Harvey, has written and wiH
produce ·hies own play. "It is
highly experimental, not the
usual type, and is bizarre, to
say the least," Mr. Burr commented.
This course, required for
drama majors, is stressing a
fundamental concept of modern education. The students
will learn by doing with faculty supervision, only. T•h e productions will be open to the
public.
The student directors will
receive a grade based on "what
they start with and on the finished production," as observed
by the instructor. They will be
demonstrating that lecture,
text, and theory can be put to
practical use.

·DEBATE SQUAD
IN FIRST MEET
Eastern's debate squad had
its first official debate experience at the 'University of Idaho on January 11 and 12.
Mr. Krebsbach, debate team
coach, feels that the squad ae- '
quitted themselves creditably,
although they received no prizes. The team hopes tQ have
other trips in the near future.
The trouble with life, you're
half way through before you
realize it's one of those do-ityourself deals.-Fleltcher Knebe'l, Register and Tribune
Syndicate

's 6elp for.
s,· nt
Re earchers
The ex anded Library and
Rcaearc Department at
the W P is now open to area
atudcntt Houn are 8 a.m, to 5
p.m. we kdays, 8 a.m. to noon
Saturda s.
Herc yo '11 find a wealth of historical nd current material on
the elc trical and natural gu

induatri • plua in!o~tion on
other in 11Jtric1 of tJio Northweat,

current vent,, and government.
Red Kilowatttnvi~ ~
to
I, write or vaait for
more infonnefic>n.

TH WASHINGTON.WATER POWER CO.
1'41'1 E. Mi11ton, Spoka111, Wash.

I

Attire Prescribed
Jeans, levis, coN!arless Tshirts and sweatshirts are taboo at ASB-sanctioned events
unless the event is a costume
affair, the Dean's office reiterated last week.
Students are also reminded
that ASB cards must be presented f(Jr admittance to student events.
SWIMMER~f-lOST WESTERN
Eastern Washington hosts
vVestern Washing•t on Friday in
the first home nieet of the season for the Savages. The meet
will start at 2 p. m. Saturd~y
the Savage swimmers face
Montant State University at
Missoula.

Eastern defeated Western
45-40 in a me·e t Jlanuary 12.

.Both teams have only eight
swimmers eligible for competition.
Eastern coach Steve Stratton
said that he would welcome
.anyone who would like to ·t ry
out for the team. He said he
could use anyone who is inter~sted and willing to work.

Chocolate & Vanilla
Soft Ice Cream
M-N-M
DRIVE - IN
'

payable in years immediately
following graduation.
South Carolina's participation in USAF was jointly announced recently by the South
Carolina Bankers Association
aud the South 'Carolina Studert t Aid Council, a new elemosynary group wh!ich has applied for state charter. Indiana,
Kansas ahd Connecticut are
full-f.1ledged USA Funds members.
Under the plan, USA Funds
maintain a reserve equ~l to
eight per cent of alt outstanding loans it end<,>rses. For every $1 contributed-by business institutions, foundations
and individuals-to the re~etve, $12.50 is loaned. The
USAF has contributed $23,000
($1,000 each) to 23 colleges in
South Carolina, with credit to
students valued at $287,500.
· A student in the program
needs no collateral except a
~romi~ing academic rec,ord. He
must be a resident of the sLite
in which he applies for a loan,
must have completed, with a
satisfactory academic record,

Clemson College To
Offer Low Cost Loans
Clemson, S. C.-(1. P.)-A
student loan ptogram is being
established here of sufficient
resources to assist any deserving, qualified South Carolina
high school graduate who desires to study at Clem,son College. 11We are assured of this
goal in 1963-64, and subsequent years," says Dr. Robert
C. Edwards, president of Clemson, with the recent announcement of a -ontraclual arrangement with United Student Aid Funds, Inc., an elemosynary organization.
The nationwide plan en~bles
upperclassmen to borrow Up
to $1,000 per year for three
years to complete undergraduate study or Ato do graduate
work here. US Funds uses a
contributed reserve to underwrite low-cost bank loans, reNOTICf=

NOTICE
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A Spurs
Student Di rectory

BAR'BER sMoP

PRESENTS A

FREE

HAIRCUT

to the student holding this Student Body card.

25~
MAIN STREET BARBER SHO~

L'e>cafed Across

From Safeway
Mdke us a weekly habit ,

I

>

•

NOTICE
(Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf", ." The Many
Looea of Dobie Gillia", etc.)

College Inn
Sunday·DiriHer

CALPURNIA, HERE I COME

COMPLETE DINNER MEAL
SOUP# SALAbl MEAT, POTATOES
VEGETABLE~ ROt~ COFFEE

Suri8ays, E>pen Till 8 p. m.

502 First Sfreet

Buy

his freshman ·year at an approved institution, and may
borrow up to $1,000 a year or
a combined $3,000 ior undergraduate or graduate education.

MAIN STREET
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The Best Clothes in Town
go to the Best Cl'eaners in
Town.

- --

Madclux· Cleaners
* ROT<:: Uniforms $1

* Sweaters 70 cents
* Slacks 70 •c ents
(men find women 1 1)

Now, as the college year approaches its mid-pqint, one fact
emerges clearly: you are all going to flunk everything.
There. are two thin,gs to.u can do about it. First, you can
marry money. (I don't mean yoti marry the money i'tself: I
mean you marry a person who has money. Weddings between
f)eople and currency have not been legal anywhere in the United
States since the Smoot-Hawley Act. Marlboro Cigarettes, on
the other hand, are legal everywhere and are, indeed, smoked
with great pleasure and enthusiasm in all fifty states of the
Union. I bring up Marlboro Cigarettes because this column is
sponsored by the maker of Marlboro, and they are inclined to
brood if I omit to mention their product.)
But I digres~. I was saying you can marry money but, of
course, you will not because you are a high-minded, cleanliving, pure-hearted, freckle-faced American kid. Therefore, to
keep from flunking, you must try the second method: you must
learn how to take lecture notes.
According to a r~cent survey, 123.6% of American under,rraduates do not know the proper way to take lecture notes. To.
illustrate this shocking statistic, let us suppose you a re taking
u._course jn pistory 1 Let us i;urt.her suppose t he lecturer is lecturing on the ruling houses of England. You listen i1itently. You
write diligently in your notebook, ·making a to.pie outline as you
have been taught .. Like this:
I. House of Plantagenet.
II. House of Lancaster.
III. House of York.
Then you stop. 1:ou put aside your pen. You blink back a
tear, for you cannot go on. Oh,, yes, you know very well that the
next ruling house is the House of Tudor. The trouble is yon
don't know the Roman numeral that comes after III.

* Skirts 70 cerrt

* Expert Tailoring

.

.

Madau~ Cfe·a ners
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LIEUTENANT J~RRY HOLLMAN, PH.D. IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

"If I had it to do over again,
would I take Army R. 0.T. C.?
\

.,

ALERTNESS
CAPSULES
Combat fatigue almost immediately. Keeps you alf)rt
and full of pep for hour after
hour, after hour.

Continuous Action Capsules.
Completely safe
Non-habit fonnlng
NO PRESCRIPTION NEEDED

You bet I would, and I'll tell you why. Army officers live
better than I expected. Take me . .t\t the Army Signal
Research lab in Fort Monmouth, I get a chance . to put
my engineering background to good use. l keep on top
of new developments. The experience is terrific, and it's
going to pay off whether or not I stay in· the Army. From
Fort Monmouth I can go to a play in New York one
we~kend, and visit Washington the next. On m;y officer's
salary I can afford it. Of course I have an active social
life on post, too. Officers' club ..Parties. Dances. You name
it. My advice to you is this: if you have only two' years
to go for a commission, get it. Once
active duty,
you'll be mighty glad you did."

on

, : .l'.~:'t~eY 60 . fo if((Jril!/6...' . .
(It may, incidentally, be of some pi torica.l intere t to point
out that Americans are not the only people who don't know
Roman numerals. The Romans rlidn't know them themselve~.
I ·uppo e they could tell you how much V or X were or like
that, but when it came to renl cuties like I.XI or MMC. t hey
just flang awu.y t heir styluses and went downtown to have a
bn,th and take in a. circus and mnybe stab Caesar a few times.
(You may wonder why Rome stuck wit.h these ridiculous
1111merals when the Arabs had such a nice, simple system. Well
sir, t,he fact is that the Emperor Vespasian tried like crazy to
buy t he Arabic numemls from Suleiman the Magnificent, but
Suleiman wouldn't do bw;iness-- not even when Vespasian
ru.ised his bid to 100,000 gold piastres, plus he offered to throw
in the Colosseum, the Appian Way, and Charlton Heston.
( o Rome stuck with Roman numerals - to its sorrow, as it
turned out. One day in the Forum, Cicero and Pliny got to
arguing about how much is CDL tinres MVIX. v\Tell sir, pretty
soon everyone in town came around to join t he has. ·le. In all
the excitement, nobody remembered to lock the north gate and
'-wham! - before you could say pecca fortiter , in rushed the
Goths. the Visigoth , and the Green Bay Packer, !)
Well sir, that's the way the empire crumbles, 1111d I digress.
'Let's get back to lecture notes. Let's also say a word a.bout
Mnrlboro Cigarettes. T he makers would be so pleo.sed I And i.
it not fitting that we should please these honest tobacconiststhese fine men, fond of square dancing, water sports, protein,
und tattoos - these tireless perfectionists who spend all of their
dQ..y try'in~ to please us- searching everywhere for .the best of
all possible tobaccos, aging them with patience,, blending them
with tender, loving care? Marlbotos are available in 80ft pack
nnd flip top box. You will find XX cignrettes in each package.
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Is Your Tax Return
Complete!
Review of early-filed Federal
tax returns in the Seattle District reveals that some taxpayers are failing to f.ill in all required data, Director Neal S.
Warren said today.
Mr. Warren said individual
and business ;taxpayers particularly should carry forw~rd to
proper lines on the face of the
return data from any attached
schedules.
Director Warren said it is
important that returns filed
this year be accurate and complete. In:temal Revenue is
turning to electronic computers to maintain taxpayer accounts. For this system to
function beneficially for the
Government and for taxpayers,
manual editing of defective
returns must be reduced to a
minimum, he said.

Wilde~ Yet
Tube Sque!:zer

Makes His Mark
Bishop's University here has
devel<1ped one of the more
unique spor-tin~ contests on
the North Ame ican continent.
Each year a organization
called "Graft, I c." presents a
Grand Prix for oothpaste tube
squeeezers. Pa icipants compete to see w ·o can squeeze
the longest un roken line of
toothpaste from!a regular tube.
This year's Memorial Toothpaste Derby was won by student Bruce Martin, who squeezed 136½ inche$ of hexaclorophene onto a snow-covered
football field.
I

B~y
• A Spurs
Student · rectory

bi
!

Judicial Board
H·as Vacancy

Acaden,ic Plan Produces
Old Gripe: 'Too.Much Work'

A vacancy has been created
.on the Associated Students Judicial board. According to the
Associated Students Judicial
Code, the vacancy must be filled within three weeks.
The qualifications for the
position of Associate Justice
are: completion of four quarters in residence, CGPA o1l 2.25
or above, and completion of a
minimum of 48 quarter credits.
The Associate Justice will
serve as one of four Associate
Justices for the duration of his
stay at Eastern.

Monmouth, 111.-(1. P.)- The most prevalent comment on the
new Monmouth college academic plan, according to a recent student opinion poll, was the heavy work load which has been
placed upon the student since the adoption of the 3-3 course
schedule.
Student comment:
"There is more ti.ime to concentrate on each subject, but
teachers are pushlng the studetllts so hard that it is hard
to really learn what you so
quickly pass over."
The enactment of Public
". . . the new plan tends to Law
87-815, October 15, 1962,
make everybody rush. . . . "
makes
vocational rehabilita". . . each instructor seems tion training
available for the
carried away by the increased first time to veterans
inamount of time a student can curred a disa bllity as awho
result
devote to his subject and as- of service 41 the armed forces
more outside study than during any period covered by
The Associate Justices, to- signs
the
student
handle· along the . Universal Military Traingether with the Chief Justice, with each ofcan
his other cours- ing and Service · Act. The perhear all cases of appeal and
es."
interpretation and serve as
iods of service included are
". . . but it seems that the (1) July 26, 1947 to June 26,
the final student court,.
work load has increased too 1950 and (2) February 1, 1955
Interested students may con- much. One must get proper to the presenit. If you are retact the Associated Student rest in a single night. Six to ceiving compensation from the
executive vice president in the ten hours of homework in one government because of a disStudent Center.
night m·a y upset a person's a biility in-c urred during either
balance for the rest of the of these periods, you may ap-week."
ply for vocatioillal rehabilita, · The poll also disclosed that tion a,t your Veterans Adminmost students had much good istration Office.
to say for the plan. Almost all
Applicants will be provided
liked the three courses and th~ vocational counseling in order
A graduate school scholar- opportunity to delve more to determine whalt training
ship is being sponsored by the deeply into each subjeGt.
may be needed to overcome
These students felt:
the handicapping effects of
ABC Radio Network, the Ed"We are able to concentrate their disabilities, and to assist
ward P. Morgan Essay contest.
on
a few subjects and spend them in selecting their future
First prize will be two scholmore
time studying and less occupation. The Veterans Adarships for any course of postgraduate study at the sohool of time attending a great number m~nistration will pay for books
your choice, and a three-day of unrelated classes."
·and tuition and a subsistence
"This
is
a
much
better
proseries of receptions and meetallowance dw:-ing the period of
ings .with policy-making offic- gram in that it is more of a tr,aining. Training will not be
ials of government and labor. challenge to the student, and a provided under this Act for
This will indude attendance at foil for the general crammer. veterans whose disabilities are
a dinner for 1500 government, It is a necessary step for the
r'a ted at less than 30 per cent
labor and industry leaders hon- betterment of Monmouth."
unle~s· 'they show clearly that
"I think this will be a good the disability causes a prooring the U. S.-Department of
system once the students and nounced employment hiandiLabor's 50th anniversary.
Five semi-finalists will re- the faculty get adjusted to it. cap.
ceive the new edition of the I feel that it is a better sys24-volume Collier's Enclyclo- tem."
Other poll questions and
pedia. They will also attend loanswers:
cal receptions hosted by regUpperclassmen: In your esional offices of the Department
timation,
are your grades highof Labor in honor of that deer
or
lower
than at this time
partment's 50th anniversary.
last
year?
Higher
122; Lower
Students may enter as many
KEWC will broadcast the
times as they wish. The essay 224.
Upperclassmen: Do you be- Eastern-Whitworth basketball
must be 600 words or less and
is open to all undergraduates.· lieve that the work load is game this Saturday, Jian. 26.
The broadeast wiH begin
T•he writing must be on plain •heavier or lighter than last
with
the pre-game warm-up at
year,
under
the
old
academic
paper and on one side only.
plan?
Heavier
362;
Lighter
19.
7:50,
with the game scheduled
The student's name, college
If
you
received
a
warning
for
8
o'clock.
and college address must be
grade
slip,
did
you
receive
M-N-M
Drive Inn and Mosprinted on each entry.
man's
Clothing
will sponsor
The essay must be on the more or less low grades than
subject: "Youth's Challenge in at the first gr.ading period of the broadcast.
. Announcers will be Les
the Labor Market of the 60's." last year? More 153; Less 70.
Raschko and Mike McAtee.
Entries must be mailed to:
Edward P. Morgan Essay Con~
test, P. 0. Box 43'A, Mount Vernon 10, New York. Afl entries
SAVAGE BURGERS
must be mailed not later than
Found-A pair of contact
January 31.
M-N-M
Interested
students who lenses were left in the office
have questions may contact of Dr. Claude Nichols during
DRIVE - IN
. Mick Heacox in The Easterner registration. The owner may
office.
claim them from Dr. Nichols.

Attention To All
Disabled Veterans

Eastern Colleges Orgf ni%e , Grad. S<holarship
To Protest Revised Loan Act Offered By ABC
1

New York (CPS)-President Grayson Kirk of Columbia University has expressed disapproval of the new pq>visi~ns of the
revised National Defense Education Act. Columbia was one of
the first major institutions to refuse to part_icipa~e i°; the ori~inal NDEA, objecting to the non-Commumst disclaimer affidavit required of student applicants.
Presdient
Kennedy
last
month signed into law a_ me_asure repealing the affidavit,
which he had led a floor fight
against while a senator. However, the revision of the_ ;ND·
EA contains several prov1s1ons
of similar intent: the new law
makes it criminal for a member of a subversive group (as
defined by the Subversive Activities Control Board) to apply for federa~ funds under !he
act, and applicants must sign·
a list of alll ci:iiminal offenses
they have been convicted of,
as well as certain traffic infractions. Of the new provisions, Kirk said "These are not
things we would want to settle
down and live with."

- - - - - -·--- - - -

but the issues wi~ probably
not. be seutled until the ne~t
National Studel)t Congress, m
August.
I

Eastern C~arge.s
Lowest In !West

Eastern has i· e lowest room
and board char es of any western school surfeyed this year.
Thrs informati is the resuU
of a tabulatiO' prepared by
Oregon Statemnivocsity.
Eastern's rat is $594 compared to Was : gton State university, the hi best, at $740.
The University of Washington
follows at $720nr year. Western
Washingto is third with
A number of organizations $685 a year, an Central Was·hhave been formed at Columbia ington fourth with $6~4.50.
and other New York schools to
According to last year's surexpress continued opposition
v~y,
the Uni] rsity of New
to the NDEA as revised.
Mexico was t e only school
lower than Eas ern. This year
The · Columbia Spectator, Eastern has the lowest rate of
1
student newspaper, has called any of the westt;rn schools surthe new NDEA provisions "a veyed.
The highest board and room
sinister attempt to clothe rerate
of ariy sc'h9ol surveyed is
actionary measures in se~mingly liberal garb." The Mich- . $1020 for Stanfurd university.
igan Daily editorialized "the The second hig*est is the Uni_ (new) amendments will solve versity of Kans s at $880.
nothing and will only cause
further aggravation."
The
North Carolina Daily Tar Heel
said "The debate essentiaHy
narrows down to the question
of whether the government
should set politic-al qualifications for its scholarship aid.
The eliminating of the disclaimer ·affidavit does little to
Eleven East~rn
students
end thls debate." The Barnard were initiated i to Kappa DelBulletin termed the revised ta Pi, national education honNDEA a "wolf in sheep's cloth- orary, in Su~day morning
ing."
breakfast cereiponies at the
college.
It is not clear what position
Guest speake} was Dr. Darthe U. S. National Student As- rell P. Morse, a sociate professociation will take on the re- sor of history speaking on
vised act. NSA has a past res- India, where ~e studied last
olution on the books opposing summer.
,
the disclaimer affidavit, but
T•he initiates, all majoring in
has nothing on the books spe- education, •a re Ronald E. H.
cifically condemning the new Ballo, Esther . Otomaru, Paprovisions. It would appear tricia J. Moo~ , Marshall M.
that the principles stated in Sugiyama, Cat erine K. Kingthe previous resolution would sly, Mary R. R hn, Donna M.
cary over to the r~vised NDEA, Brandenburg,
nnie L. Loftus, Nancy R. Grier, Jeanell
Halverson and udith E. Phi1llips.
1

Eleven ·lni ialed
By Kapp·aDelta Pi,
E~ucation Honorary

1

Kfwr JO Rrl\;1,1,,.,f
Basketball Games

Found

Students-·- Faculty

There will be a Turverein
meeting Thursday at 7 p. m.
in the Fieldhouse. The short
meeting will include a talk by
Dr. Karl Klein and will be followed by folk and square dancing.

CREAM

M-

-M

DRIV~ - IN

.: .'"'

ATTENTION ·
.Sunday, January27;1963
Buffet Supper

All you can eat!·
$1.25

1

Turnverein Club

-

-

,.,.pa .. .. . ....

"~
. ...-.

COMPLETE MEAL, DRINK INCLUDED

.

Isle-land Cafeteria
5-8 p. m. -

Come On and Eat

--- .
~

SAVAGES WIN
SWIMMING MEET
The Eastern Washington
swimming team gained its first
victory of the 1963' season January 12, defeating Western
Washington
45-40.
Puget
Sound, starting defense of its
Evergreen conference championship, defeated the Savages
75-20 the previous day.
Eastern won six events
again~t Western. Jim Strom
won the 50- and 100-yard freestyle races for the SaV1ages.
Lanny Willman, Dick Griffith,
Bob Crawley, and Roy Yamashita also scored victories for
EWSC.
Coach Steve Stratton said
the win was the result of a
good effort by the whole toom.
The Savages have only eight
swimmers who are eligible and
only five of t hem swam against
Western and UPS.
-Stratton said the team's effoi,t in the Puget Sound meet
was also good. "Puget SoJJ,nd
is the best team in the conference. They have won the
championship five years in a
row."
"All the boys are doing better than at any other time in
their careers. They are all doing their best times. We are
definitely improved."
The Savages lost to a strong
University of Idaho team Saturday. Dick ,Griffith won the
diving competition but he was
the only · Savage who won an
event.

Eastern Hoopman Darwin Monasmith (33) and Richard Manske
(21) prepare to pounce on a ball that was up for grabs in a
game with St. Martin Coll'ege last week.

SAVAGE CAGERS
MEET PIRATES

Eastern Washington faces
the Whitworth Pirates in an
Evergreen conference basketball game at Whitworth Saturday night. The Savages pl ayed
Searttle Pacific last night.
Whitworth has won two and
·.
lost
two in league competition.
Eastern Washington split a pair of non-conference basketball Eastern
has one victory in four
games last week, losing to Gon11aga .87-73 and beating St. Martins' conference games. The Savag80-58.
es have won nine and lost five.
Gonzaga moved ahead mid- JOE ALLEN LEADS
Bath teams lost to Pacific
way through the first half on SAVAGE SCORERS
Lutheran and Wes,tern Wa1?hthe shooting of gua~d Bill- Wil
Joe Allen is ·currently lead- ington, the curreri:t conference
son. 'Dhe Bulldogs built a 41- ing the Eastern basketball leaders. Whitworth won its
26 lead with a minute lefit to team in scoring with an aver- game with Central Washingplay in the filrst half. Eiastern age of 17 points per game. ton, however, and Eastern lost
cut the margin to 41-31 before Other top scorersforthe Savag- to the Wildcats, 9f68.
·
intermission but never threat- es are Alex Woods with a 12.9
ened seriously again.
Whitwo~th has a well-balancaverage and Bob Frick with
ed offe:nse and always pi'ays
11.4 points per game.
With Joe ;\llen and Alex
Frick is the most accurate tough defense agai,n st Eastern.
Woods doing the scoring East- shooter
Savages. He The Pirates were considered
ern kept pace with Gonzaga in has madefor69 the
154 field goal one of the top teams in the
the second half bu could not attempts for of
44.8% mark. leag\J.e in pre-season :ratings
narrow the margin. Allen Dick Skermer aand
Mona- and still have a, chance to finscored 21 points and Woods hit smith have the best Dar
ish on or near the top of the
15 but Wilson hiit 24 points, 14 shooting percentages.free-throw league.
in the second half to keep GonJarvis leads Eastern
Gary McGlocklin, Joe Pettit,
zaga ahead. Wilson made 11 of in Vince
rebounding
with
128
for
an
Ed
Hagen, Bill Rubright, John
20 field goal attempts in the average of mne per game. Al- Utgaard,
and Jack Pe1ander
game and Allen hit 10 to 17 len is second with 124 reare the top Pirlrtes.
tries.
bounds. Allen is also second
Eastern came to life in its
last conference game against
Eastern attempted to stop in field-goal percentage.
The Savages' biggest _. edge Pugert Sound to score a 74-65
Gonzaga with ,a zone defense.
The defense stopped the Bull- over their opponents has been victory over the Loggers. The
dogs' post men as expected their s·hooting accuracy. They Savages are hoping they wiH
but Wilson's outside shooting have done better than their be able to find the right comOJ?ponents on both field-goal bination again, against the
made up for that.
and free throw shooting. How- Pirates. ·
Jim Dixon of the Bulldogs ever, the Savages· have been
Probable starters for EWSC
was the top rebounder with 14. out-rebounded 640 to 577 and are Joe Allen, Bob Frick, Jim
Eastern took an early lead have committed 276 fouls to Tutton, Vince Jarvis and Alex
in the St. Martin's game and 227 for their opponents.
\Voods.
coasted to an 80-58 victory.
------------- In the first half Eastern
,s hot 50 per cent from the
floor while St. Martin's could
only hit 25 per cent. As a result Eastern led 41-26 at the
half.
Eastern Washington won its second gymnastics meet of the
1963
season Saturday. The Savages edged Washington State
Eastern increased irts lead to
65-36 with 8:40 remaining. Univrsity 65½ to 62½ to remain undefeated in dual meet comThen St. Martin's scored 12 petition.
Chuck Messenger won the former with 33 points. Rehnunanswered points and tl'failed
65-48 with 6.00 left to play. competition on the parallel strom won the free exercise,
Jim Tutton bit three points bars and the long horse vault- still rings, and horizontal bars.
and Dick Skermer scored six ing to pace the Saviage win · He placed third in three
to end that threat. Skermer •with 14 points. Dan Winters even.ts, second in one and
and Allen each scored 14 placed second in two events fourth in another. Teammate
and tied for second in another Dick Van Hersett won two
poinits for Eastern.
events and Bob Olds won the
to aid the Savages.
John Donalds,on scored 15
Twelve Savages figured in side horse competition for the
points and collected 20 :re- the scoring and it was the Sav- Cougars.
bounds for the youthful St. ages' depth which earned the
Bob MitcheH, Ted Bryan,
Martin's team which had three victory. Washington State won and Byron'. Wiallace each earnfreshmen on the starting five. six of the eight events but ed a second place for Eastern.
The Savages' next meet is
Both teams committed 29 Eastern took five seconds and
against
the University of Washfouls but St. Martin's made tied for another. EWSC also
ington
at Seattle February 1.
only 18 of 39 free throw at- had four thirds, five fourths,
The next home meet for EWtempts. The Savages were 26 and five fifth places.
Stu Relmstrom of the Coug- SC is February 9 against the
for 38 at the foul line and 27
ars was the top individual per- Universirty of Oregon.
for 73 from the floor.

Savag~s Split Pair
Of Non-Conference Gan,es
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From The •S idelines
By Terry Gamon

Eastern is beginning to hit the win column. In the last two
weeks the Savag_es have won two gymnastics meets, two basketball games, and a swimming meet.
Coach Thorne Tibbiitts had it f,i gured right when he said his
team mig,h t beat Washington State with Chuck Messenger, Byron
WaUace and Norm Bell competing. Bell did not see action against
the Coug.a rs but Messenger and Wallace contributed heavily to
the SaVrage victory. Messenger was the top performer for the
~avages with wins on the parallel bars and in long horse vault-

ing.

The ourtcome might have been different if Stu Rehnstrom of
the Cougars hadn't slipped on two of his routines. Rehnstrom
was the outstanding performer in the meet, however, with wins
in three events.
,
The swimmers earned their first win of the seasgn aaginst
Western January 12. They meet Western again thls Friday at
2 p. m.
'
-~
Coach Steve Stratton is pleased witli the progress lis swimmers have made. They are all doing beter now than they have
ever done, acc01:ding to Stratton. Str,atton said anyone who would
like to turn out is welcome to try.
Eastern played two go-0d halves in their two basketball games
last week. Unflortuna,tely they were not in the same game. In
the second half of the Gonzaga game Eastern hit 50% from the
floor. The Savages matched thtat in t·he first half of the St. Martin's <!ontest but went cold in the second bal.f and lost the· ban
several times on bad passes, fumbles and violations.
The Sav,ages comm.itteed 19 fouls in the second half as their
play became sloppy. St. Martin's inability to put the ball through
the hoop was the only thing which made the win ~asy for the
Savages.
It is likely that the sloppy play of the Savag~s· in the second
half was brought on by their large lead in St. Martin's sloppiness. It was likely just a case of not fighting when it wasn't
necessary.
Eastern may cause trouble for basketball foes next year. Larry
Gunn is the only senior on this year's team. Barring academic
failures or other losses the Savages will have plenty of experience next year.
·
The Savages are currently one of the best shooting teams in
the Evergreen conference. Given another year's experience this
team should be tough to beat.
1

1

Eastern Gyn,nasts Edge
.
Washington ·s tate 651-621

{

\Vednesday, January 23, 1963
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Open Only To Students Of
Eastern Washington College

•..

;

12 WINNERS IN EACH CONTEST

·ICEROY

•••
•
••
••
•
•

..
.•
.

Basketball Contest No. 2
(CLOSES JAN. 30TH)

•

..•
..
..
First Prize ...$100~
.•
.
•
Second
Prize
...
$25~
•
..
.. Ten 3~d Prizes .. .$10~cH
.•
12 WINNERS ON THIS CAMPUS IN EACH CONTEST.

Four contests in all . . . New contest every two
weeks . . . ex~lusively for the students on this
campus! You'll find complete rules printed on
Official Basketball Contest Entry Blanks.

..

•
•
•

Ballot Boxes and Entry Blanks are located at:

1. STUDENT UNION BOOK
. STORE
2. ENTRANCE TO STUDENT UNION CAFETERIA

:

3. GARY HALL T. V. LOUNGE

:

4. SUTTON HALL T. V. LOUNGE

•
•

..
.•
..
.•.•

ENTER NOW
AND WINI
Not too Strong ... Not too Light ...

\!iCEROYS
got the Taste
that's rigbil
0 tlCII, lltOWl'lt .. WILLIAMaON TO&AOOO OORf',

..
..
..•
.
..

.•••
•
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/(amftus

/(ak11/a11
Wednesday, January 23
12:3'0 p. m.- Public Affiairs

Seminar, Oapri room
3:30 p. m.-Sophomore Class
Council Meeting, Capri room
6 p. m.-Spurs, Tahiti room
6 p. m.-IK meeting, Oapri
room
6: 15 p. m.-Alpha Pi Omega,
Showalter Auditorium
7 p. , m.-Foreign Film,
"Rasho-Mon", Bali lounge
7:30 p. m.-Young Democrats, Capri room

Thursday, January 24
1:30 p. m.-Legislative Semi-

nar, Capri room
3:40 p m.-Music Recital,
Science .Nuditorium
6 p. m.-Ski Club, Vashon
and San Juan rooms
6: 15 p. m.-Baichelor's Club
meeting, Faculty Lounge
6:30 p. m.-PJiay ·Practice,
Bali Lounge
6:30 p. m.-AS Councill, Tahiti room.
Friday, January 25

4 p. m.-Dr. Hossom, Capri
room

Saturday, January 26
2 p. m.--fre..e Swt-mJ Field-

house })091
9 p. m:•· EWRA Swim meet,
F'ieldhouse pool

Academic Awards
Given To 42

Two displays are in the S'how
cases on the third floor of
Showalter. The first, "Evolution of Design,l' shows the deAcademic awards for schol- velopment of the idea for the
astic achievement were pre- . cover of the college graduate
seniftd T,h ursday night to 42 bulletin. Paintings done by
Juniors and Seniors. Presen- the airbrush technique, using
tations took place at the regu- a spray gun and compressed
lar A. S. Council meeting in air, comprises the other exthe Student Uunion. To qual- hibit.
ify, students were required to
majntain
an accumulative
grade point average of 3.25 or
Mr. R. L. Hanrahan of the
better.
art department, wish'es stuThose receiving the awards dents to know that the Howere: Juniors: Dan Andrews, garth, whose work is presently
J~nice Baker, Jud.Uh Barton, on display in the SUB, is no
Nona Bohannon, Shirley Drum- rel,a tion to the Hogarth who is
mond, Joann Fricke, Shirley the cartoonist for "Tarzan."
Harshbarger, Barbara Hansen,
Bonnie Holmes, Umar Kuljus,
Douglas MePhee, Alison McKarl Morrison, EWSC art
Pherson, Henry Mickelson, Kir- professor,
before the
stine Moulder, Montana Nagy, Progressive spoke
Women's
in
Esther Otomarus, Gia,mpiieiro Sprague recently. His Club
topic,
Pecelli,
Karen Richard.son,
in Art Products, was
Mary Rohn, Marilyn Schneid- Variety
illustra,ted
by various students'
er, Mickey Schultz and Carty works.
Strait.
Seniors were: Mildred Gmaon, Katherine Gill, Martha HalMr. R. L. Hanrahan, a11t proverson, Stefanie llalwas, Betfessor
at EWS<;, has been
ty Helbig, Betha Kristianson,
named
one of the advisors in
Dalores Lehrman, Frank Lehethe
Greater
Spokane Music and
man, Carol Mandy, Helen LiArt
Festival
to be held this
berg, Benny Markarian, Kei-th
spring.
Martensen, Harry Newell, Patdcia O'Mealy, Charlotte Pare,
Maude Posey, Lynda Paulson,
Edgar Schlueter, Ray 'Shiflett,
and Winifred Wise.

6'o~raphy Club Tq

Bali Lounge

Host.Guest Speakers

Monday, January 27
6 p. m.-1\.WS Tahit roo~

6:30 'J?· m.-Play practice,

Bali Lounge

"

Tuesday, January 29
5:30 p. m.-Phi Mu Alpha

Terrace rooms
·
6:0D p. m.-Savagettes, San
Juan room
6:30 p. m.-PJiay practice,
Bali Lounge .
6:30 p. m.-Finance meeting, Faculty Lounge
8:40 p. m.-Organist Recital,
Showalter auditorium
Wednesday, January 30
12:~J°O p. m.-Public affairs

Seminar, Capri room
3:30 p. m.--Sophomore class
council, Capril room
6 p. m.-Spurs, Tahiti room
6 p. m.-IK meeting, Capri
room
8: 15 p. m.-School play, Bali
lounge

-

PIZZA PIE
M-N-M
DRIVE - IN

Eastern A.gaiq
AHends ESA

PoHlical Science
Honorary s.ta,rted

Sharon Perkins, AS vice
president, announced Thursdayy night that Eastern will
send four delegates to the An~
nual Conference of the Evergreen Student A~ociation in
~llensburg.
Perkins indicated that the
trip would be largely for evaluation purposes since Eastern
was no longer a member of the
organization. Although many
of Washington's colleges now
hold membership, Eastern voted to drop from the association
last year. It was felit that ·Eastern had surpassed the immediate aims and goals of the association making it useless to
continue membership. Sihce
then, the association has announced a new platform which
is better, suited to the needs of
our · growing campus.

A political science honorary
to be established at Eastern
held its ~rganizational meet- •
ing Monday, January 21.
Membership in the honorary
is open to upperclass and graduate student s majoring in one
of the social sciences. Scholastic requirements include a B
average in the student's major
field and general scholarship
sufficient to maintain standing
within the upper one-third of
the student's class.
Anyone who is interested in
political science and was unable to ·a ttend the o~ganizational meeting shoU'ld contaot Mr.
Henry Kass of the political
science department for addi. tional information abQut the
honorary.

At the time of Eastern's
drop it was felt that membership in the National Student
Association would be more
beneficial to the campus. The
conference will be held Saturday, January 26.
1

FRENCH FRIES
M.N~M
DRIVE - IN
I

You'll make the wisest choice
no matter _which Chevrolet
choose!

-----

Sunday, . Jaauary 26

6:so· p. w.-Play Bractice,

SKETCHES

vou

I

These four dit:ferent cars are alike in one
important way. Each is a product of
Chevrolet Division of General Motors.
So each will give you more performance,
beauty, comfort and good news at tradein. :But each is tailored to a ~ertain kind
of buyer. Our big Chevrolet
has the Jet-smooth ride,
luxury and styling you'd

E,epresentatives of tbe Nationa,l Park Service from Ooulee
Dam will talk on careers and
summer job opportunities, January 30.
The American Meteorological Society will hold its meeting at 8 p. m. in the Science
Building room 117, on January 31. Roger Swanson, from
the U. S. Geological Survey
Dept. in Spokane will give a
lecture on local geology.

expect only in costly cars. Chevy II features parkable size, perky performance
and outstanding fuel economy. Corvair
gives you rear engine mq.neuverability
and spdrts car flair. The new Corvette
Sting Ray can best be described as
dramatic. With a choice of 33
models, there's one Chevrolet
that will suit you best.

azllu
Keeps Going Great

EW Student

Exhibits Art
Tony Reed, EWSC art major,
is exhibiting his work in the

Spokane Pacific Northwest Bell
Telephone· company building
this month.
Reed, whose display consists
of oil paintings and block
prints, is presenrting this show
at the invitation of the Telephone company which features
these exhibits monthly.
Last month Terry Barr, another EWSC student, had his
show in the tele,p hone building.
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Weigel's Bakery
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Coffee Shop
.

Morning Fresh · Bakery Goops

• Specials Daily
• Special Orders

• 20 % discount for Student
Functions
Delicious Doughnuts

Exce 11 ent Coffee

Weigel's Bakery- 311 1st St. - BE 5-4412
See four entirely different kinds of cars at your Cheurolet dealer's Showroom.

'

